ARCH 631. Calibrated Peer Review #2

Date:  

Text entry due 10/20/15
Peer review due 10/22/15  

Worth 20 pts.

Note:  

Cannot be submitted late.

The assignment topic and instructions are found under the course name and assignment name.

The web link for CPR is http://cpr2.tamu.edu/

The final text must also be submitted to Turnitin.com at http://www.turnitin.com.

Resources for the web programs are listed with the assignments in eCampus (http://eCampus.tamu.edu) and the class web page under assignments (http://faculty.arch.tamu.edu/anichols/courses/applied-architectural-structures/assignments-631/)

The relevant resources are:
Calibrated Peer Review Description
CPR Student Handout
CPR Assignment Results
Using Turnitin.com

NOTE: The text processor in CPR is not equivalent to using a word processing application like Microsoft Word. You must use simple html formatting AND use the preview feature, or your text will be unformatted and likely to be graded poorly by your peer due to the presentation quality. There is formatting help available.